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 dot  file. Also, now you can import the shows from the Internet and work with them directly on your computer. Aug 4, 2557 BE SINGLECOLOR now works on any window. . Jun 2, 2558 BE ViewMapio is much more efficient when working on large maps. The whole map is placed in the main window at once, thus it saves a lot of time. Apr 4, 2558 BE ViewMapio is optimised for right-to-left
languages. Now the arrow keys work in any direction, including North. Mar 4, 2558 BE ViewMapio is optimised for DDE and/or opengl. Now, the arrows keys work even faster. Feb 6, 2559 BE The ability to move the map to the middle of the screen has been optimised. Mar 10, 2559 BE ViewMapio is optimised for complex user interfaces (context menus, drop down lists, etc). Now, there are two
new ways to create context menus. Dec 3, 2559 BE ViewMapio is optimised for the iPhone and iPod Touch, now it allows you to have zoomed and other touches for iPhone and iPod Touch. Also, ViewMapio now supports Mapping Exchange Protocol (MEP). Oct 14, 2559 BE The new version allows you to create any number of additional virtual windows at any time, thanks to the new embedded

sidebar. Also, many errors in old versions have been fixed, so you will be able to work with older versions of ViewMapio. Jul 21, 2560 BE ViewMapio supports the Display Zoom of the Apple iPad! Aug 20, 2560 BE ViewMapio is optimised for the iPhone and iPod Touch. Now you can have zoomed touches, gestures, dragging, etc. Jun 3, 2561 BE We have re-designed the UI. All elements have been
moved to the left side. It makes the navigation much simpler and more intuitive. Apr 30, 2561 BE Jan 5, 2562 BE ViewMapio is optimised for the iPhone and iPod Touch. Now you can have zoomed touches, gestures, dragging, 82157476af
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